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Abstract
We study the impact of prior individual training during group emergency evacuation using

mice that escape from an enclosed water pool to a dry platform via any of two possible

exits. Experimenting with mice avoids serious ethical and legal issues that arise when deal-

ing with unwitting human participants while minimizing concerns regarding the reliability of

results obtained from simulated experiments using ‘actors’. First, mice were trained sepa-

rately and their individual escape times measured over several trials. Mice learned quickly

to swim towards an exit–they achieved their fastest escape times within the first four trials.

The trained mice were then placed together in the pool and allowed to escape. No two mice

were permitted in the pool beforehand and only one could pass through an exit opening at

any given time. At first trial, groups of trained mice escaped seven and five times faster than

their corresponding control groups of untrained mice at pool occupancy rate ρ of 11.9% and

4%, respectively. Faster evacuation happened because trained mice: (a) had better recog-

nition of the available pool space and took shorter escape routes to an exit, (b) were less

likely to form arches that blocked an exit opening, and (c) utilized the two exits efficiently

without preference. Trained groups achieved continuous egress without an apparent lead-

er-coordinator (self-organized queuing)—a collective behavior not experienced during indi-

vidual training. Queuing was unobserved in untrained groups where mice were prone to

wall seeking, aimless swimming and/or blind copying that produced circuitous escape

routes, biased exit use and clogging. The experiments also reveal that faster and less costly

group training at ρ = 4%, yielded an average individual escape time that is comparable with

individualized training. However, group training in a more crowded pool (ρ = 11.9%) pro-

duced a longer average individual escape time.
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Introduction
Experiments in crowd emergency evacuation are difficult to perform under genuine settings
particularly with human participants [1–4]. Deliberately exposing unwitting pedestrians to ex-
treme danger is unlawful and ethically questionable. However, incidents with unacceptably
high casualties continue to happen [5–6] and the urgency remains to improve further our cur-
rent understanding of emergency evacuation dynamics. The task is hard since crowds are com-
plex social systems that exhibit a range of possible collective behavior not easily deduced from
the individual performance of members [7–12].

Crowd emergency evacuation could happen in a variety of physical systems including mass
transportation, enclosed public places, threatened ecosystems, calamity-stricken communities
[5–6] and financial institutions [13]. Concerned individuals need to decide soundly and act
quickly in order to survive—an extremely difficult task to accomplish in the presence of others
whose first priority is their own personal safety. Researchers from different disciplines have
been searching for better evacuation strategies that achieve optimal balance between design
and functionality as well as structural integrity and fiscal viability [7].

Cooperation, orderly conduct and good signage visibility contribute greatly in the efficient
utilization of available exits under normal circumstances. However, self-regulation is hard to
practice in a large group of interacting strangers that is subjected to a set of rapidly deteriorat-
ing ambient conditions. Large-scale emergency response exercises are generally useful but they
are also time-consuming and costly to conduct. Hence, there is an economic incentive to learn
more about the tangible benefits of drills and training exercises. For example, a better under-
standing of the learning rates of trainees is valuable in minimizing over-training that yields di-
minishing returns with more drill time.

We might learn more about the dynamics of group emergency evacuation by studying the
collective behavior of interacting animals under duress [14–15]. Such studies could generate
additional real-world data that might prove useful in testing design hypotheses and evacuation
models [2, 16–21]. Here we investigate the influence of prior individual during group emergen-
cy evacuation of strangers using mice that escape from a water pool. Experimenting with mice
avoids the serious ethical and legal issues that arise when dealing with unwitting human partic-
ipants. It also minimizes possible concerns regarding the reliability of results that are obtained
from simulated experiments using ‘actors’.

Methodology
We study the dynamics of group emergency evacuation using mice that escape from an en-
closed water pool to a dry platform via any of two adjacent exits [Fig. 1(a)]. Mice exhibit strong
motivation to escape from water (S1 Video). They always attempt to reach dry land in every
trial run without additional motivation [14, 22–23].

Ethics Statement
Naïve male ICR mice were brought from the Research Institute of Tropical Medicine in Mun-
tinlupa City, Philippines and maintained at the Laboratory of Molecular and Cell Biology, Na-
tional Institute of Molecular Biology and Biotechnology, University of the Philippines (UP)
Diliman. They were treated consistent with the guidelines for the suitable treatment of labora-
tory animals as specified in Administrative Order No. 40 (Department of Agriculture, Govern-
ment of the Philippines) and the Philippine Animal Welfare Act of 1998. We confirm that the
UP Diliman Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee specifically approved this study.
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Training Method
First, we put individual male ICR mice in a two-exit water pool and measure their individual
escape times T(N) over successive trials N to obtain their average individual escape time per
trial, ‹T(N)›. The rate in which T changes with N indicates the ability of a mouse to develop the
skill to escape from the pool and survive.

Next, we place the trained mice together in the pool and then measure the corresponding
group evacuation time TG(N). Different group sizes were tested to determine the merit of prior
individual training as a function of pool occupancy rate ρ. The mice were initially unfamiliar
with each other since no two of them were allowed in the pool before the first group trial
(N = 1). For comparison, we also determined the evacuation performance of similarly sized
control groups composed of mice that received no prior individual training.

To minimize infighting when in groups, we only deployed naïve male ICR mice (age range:
8–16 weeks) that were reared at 25°C with 12-h light/12-h dark periods. Their mean age
when first used (N = 1) was nine weeks with sizes (cross-section diameter) ranging from 2.5 to
3.0 cm. ICR mice achieve sexual maturity at an age of 7–8 weeks.

Pool Experiments. Mice were released individually into an enclosed water pool [length
L = 38 cm, widthW = 34 cm, height H = 10.5 cm = pool depth; water temperature = 25°C]
with two adjacent exits (side separation: 3.5 cm, along theW-side) to a dry platform in one end
of a rectangular container (L = 50 cm,W = 36 cm,H = 28.5 cm) that is divided in a wet (pool)-
dry (3:1) configuration [Fig. 1(a)]. Immediately upon release, a mouse instinctively searches for
a way to get off and avoid drowning (S1 Video). The exit opening measures 12.25 cm2, which is

Fig 1. Experimental set-up. (a) Pool dimensions: L = 38 cm,W = 34 cm, H = 10.5 cm = pool depth. Other
parameters: Water temperature = 25°C, Exit separation: 3.5 cm, exit widthw = 3.5 cm, Container dimensions
(L = 50 cm,W = 36 cm,H = 28.5 cm) divided in a wet—dry (3:1) configuration. (b) Schematic for
determination of escape route trajectory produced by mouse from its release point. Three possible positions
(points 1, 2 and 3) of mouse within time duration Δt are established from three successive video frames
equally sampled at Δt/2 where angle θ/2 = tan-1(w/2c).

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0118508.g001
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equivalent to the average cross-section of the mice. Only one mouse could pass through an
opening at any given time.

A total of 140 mice were trained individually with their corresponding individual evacuation
times T(N)measured at 10-minute intervals for N� 7. No mouse was left to bathe in the pool
for more than 5 minutes—swimming consumes energy rapidly and is the main cause of mouse
fatigue. The 10-minute intervals between trials allowed the mice to regain sufficient strength to
escape with same vigor when returned to the pool.

Forty-eight hours after individual training, the mice were released as a group and the corre-
sponding group evacuation times TG(N) were taken where TG is the total time needed for at
least 80% of the mice to get off the pool for a given trial. The experiments were done in two
group sizes (10, 30 members) with three groups representing each size. The 10-mouse and 30-
mouse groups were estimated to represent a pool occupancy rate ρ of 4% and 11.9%, respec-
tively [14]. For comparison, TG(N)measurements were also made under the same experimental
conditions, on control groups of mice with no prior individual training.

The experiments involved a total of 250 trained and untrained mice and the trials were con-
ducted fromMay 2005 to June 2006 between 1000 and 1500 hours of the day (local time). The
video footages were recorded with a digital camera (Sony Digital Handycam DCR-TRV820
NTSC, digital sampling rate = 25 frames/sec) for post-detection processing.

Tracking of Mouse Movements in the Pool: Individual mouse. We monitored the move-
ment of a mouse in the pool by manually tracking the position of its snout in the recorded
video footages. We chose the snout since its position is easily identifiable and relatively robust
against changes in the mouse body orientation.

The mouse was initially released at a random location that is relatively far from the exits.
The shortest escape route from the release point to an exit is a single straight line. The route be-
comes longer when the moving mouse makes a turn along the way and deviates from following
a single straight-line path to an exit. The corresponding route trajectory consists of (P + 1) con-
nected line segments of varying lengths where P is the number of turns made by the mouse.

Fig. 1(b) illustrates the calculation of the length of the path taken by a moving mouse within
time duration Δt covering three successive video frames that are equally sampled at intervals of
Δt/2. We identify the respective pool positions (points 1, 2 and 3) of the mouse from the three
frames starting with the release point for the first frame (t = 0). These positions are then used
to calculate for the values of angles γ and θ/2 where θ/2 is the upper bound of the angular devia-
tion that is allowed for the path from point 1 to 3 to be considered as a single line segment, and
γ is the angle subtended by the lines joining points 1 and 2 (length a), and points 2 and 3
(length c), respectively.

Angle θ/2 is calculated using: tan(θ/2) = w/2c, where w is the exit width. If 180°—γ� θ/2,
then the path taken is represented by only one line segment of length b the distance between
points 1 and 3. On the other hand, if 180°—γ> θ/2, then the path consists of two line segments
of lengths a and c, respectively. This case happens when the mouse turns at point 2 in order to
reach point 3. We repeat the procedure for the succeeding mouse positions (point 3) until the
escape route of the mouse to an exit is fully tracked.

Groups of Mice. Manual tracking is difficult to perform in groups of same looking mice
that are swimming simultaneously. To track a group member we developed an automatic tra-
jectory-search program based on the particle-tracking algorithm [24] that was previously used
to follow the flow of identical particles in colloidal suspensions [25].

We identify the locations of each mouse in the group by establishing the coordinates of its
apparent (body) geometric center that is chosen instead of the snout since the latter is difficult
to locate continuously—mice could swim over each other and overlapped their bodies. The dif-
ferent positions of the mice are tracked in time by locating their geometric center coordinates.
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The tracking algorithm locks-in to the escape route trajectory comparing the mouse center
coordinates between successive frames. It finds pairs of coordinates with minimum differences
and identifies such pairs as consecutive positions of a single mouse. The algorithm is accurate
if the average displacement of the mouse is less than the inter-mouse distance. When a mouse
suddenly disappears from the field of view of the camera, for example by submerging into the
pool, a memory of its last observed location is kept. If it reappears on the same spot at a later
time then it is recognized as the same mouse that previously disappeared. However, it could be
identified as a different mouse if it surfaces at a location that is far from where it first vanished.
Two trajectories are difficult to discriminate from each other through time when the two mice
that produced them moved close to each over extended time periods which is more likely at
high room occupancy rates.

Experimental Results and Data Analysis
We found that the average individual escape time ‹T(N)› decreases quickly with N and that
physical fatigue limited the capacity of mice to endure longer training periods beyond N = 7.
Trained mice responded more effectively against the persistent threat of drowning. At N = 1,
they escaped 7x and 5x faster than their untrained counterparts at pool occupancy rates of ρ =
11.9% and 4%, respectively.

We also analyzed the underlying egress dynamics that enabled trained groups to escape
more quickly by determining the routes taken by their individual group members towards an
exit location. We measure the group evacuation times TG(N) and check for evidence that indi-
cate optimal use of the two available exits.

Escape Route Trajectories in Water Pool
We calculated the escape trajectory of a mouse whether left alone or with others using a set of
video frames that are equally sampled at intervals of Δt/2 = 0.125 second (8 frames/sec). The
said Δt/2 value provided us with an acceptable balance between tracking accuracy and trajecto-
ry computation time. A trajectory may be calculated at a higher spatial resolution with more
video frames sampled at a smaller Δt/2 value at the expense of a longer computation time.
With our video camera, the smallest value available is Δt/2 = 0.04 sec.

Individual Mouse. Presented in Fig. 2(a) is a superposition of the escape trajectories pro-
duced by ten representative mice during individual training at N = 1. The release points at time
t = 0 are marked with crosshairs and the two exit locations are indicated by small boxes. Loca-
tions with high line densities indicate pool areas that were visited more often by mice. Initially
(N = 1), a mouse would swim aimlessly and exhibit wall-seeking behavior causing it to stay lon-
ger in the pool. The average time that the 10 untrained mice spent in the pool is ‹T(1)› = 46 ±
26 sec (N = 1).

Fig. 2(b) shows the superposed trajectories produced by the same ten mice at N = 7. The tra-
jectories are now shorter and less densely distributed than those produced at N = 1. By N = 7,
the individual mice already acquired a good ‘sense’ of the general exit locations immediately
after release. Their average individual escape time improved considerably to ‹T(7)› = 3.29 ±
0.84 sec. In Figs. 2(a) and 2(b), the ten trajectories produced by the mice are found over the en-
tire pool area towards the general exit direction.

Groups of mice. Fig. 2(c) presents the escape trajectories produced by a group of 10 un-
trained mice [ρ = 4%, N = 1, group escape time TG(1) = 160 sec] that were released simulta-
neously at a pool location that is far from the exit side. The mice moved to common locations
as indicated by the denser line distributions in certain pool areas. Note that the left side of the
pool is more utilized than the right. They were unable to utilize the two exits efficiently—the
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Fig 2. Escape route trajectories of mice from release points to an exit. Superposed trajectories produced
by 10 mice undergoing individual training at (a)N = 1 and (b) N = 7. Trajectories produced by a group of: (c)
10 untrained and (d) 10 individually trained mice at N = 1. Crosshairs indicate the release points of individual
mice at t = 0. Boxes specify the exit locations. Mice in a group are released together far from the exit side.
Each trajectory is calculated from a set of video frames separated at 0.125-second intervals.

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0118508.g002
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left exit is targeted more frequently than the other. Fig. 2(c) shows that the trajectories are un-
evenly distributed unlike those in Fig. 2(a) that are due to mice swimming alone in the pool.

Fig. 2(d) presents the trajectories produced by a group of 10 individually trained mice
[ρ = 4%, TG(1) = 27 sec]. The trajectories are shorter and less dense than those shown in Fig. 2
(c). The trained mice escaped faster as a group spending only about one-fifth the amount of
time in water than their untrained counterparts. They utilized the available pool space and exits
more efficiently as indicated by the even distribution of the escape trajectories toward the exits.

We also tested larger groups of 30 individually trained mice (ρ = 11.9%) and compare their
performance with corresponding control groups of 30 untrained mice. The calculated trajecto-
ries exhibit the same characteristics as those shown in Figs. 2(c) and 2(d) for the untrained and
trained groups, respectively. However, the trajectory distributions are a lot denser and are no
longer presented here. The benefit of prior individual training becomes clearer in a more
crowded pool where groups of thirty trained mice (ρ = 11.9%) escaped 7x faster than their cor-
responding untrained counterparts.

Evacuation Skill
Number of turns made by individual mice to reach an exit. Fig. 3 presents a histogram of the
number of turns P that individual mice took to reach an exit from their initial release points.
Escape is fastest when a mouse follows a single straight route towards to an exit without turn-
ing (P = 0). None in the cohort of 60 individually trained mice made more than 35 turns—
83.3% of them only took 15 turns or less. On the other hand, the histogram produced by a co-
hort of 60 untrained mice is broader—75% of them took at least 35 turns each (range: 35–175
turns) before escaping. Untrained mice followed circuitous trajectories composed of a large
number of (P + 1) connected short-line segments. In all cases, no mouse was able to leave the
pool without making at least one turn (P = 1).

Fig. 4(a) plots the average individual escape time ‹T(N)› achieved by 40 individually trained
mice as a function of trial number N� 7. Mice achieved their fastest individual escape times
within the first four trials and the acquired skill is long-term—24 hours after training, the ‘rest-
ed’mice still performed with the same escape times.

Fig. 4(b) plots the average group escape time ‹TG(N)› produced by three groups of 10 indi-
vidually trained and untrained mice (ρ = 4%), for N� 7. At N = 1, the trained groups clocked

Fig 3. Number of turns Pmade by individual mice on their way to an exit. Escape time is fastest when a
mouse goes straight to an exit without turning (P = 0). Escape trajectory from a release point to an exit
consists of (P + 1) connected line segments. Sampling size: 60 trained and 60 untrained mice.

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0118508.g003
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Fig 4. Evacuation Performance. Average escape time (in sec) against trial numberN obtained from: (a)
Individual training of 40 mice (red), and 24 hours after training (black), (b) three 10-mouse groups, and (c)
three 30-mouse groups. Shown in (D) is the average individual escape time ‹T(N)› of ten mice with no prior
individual training, taken 6 weeks after participating in group trials.

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0118508.g004
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faster TG values than their untrained counterparts that were also able to gradually improve
their group evacuation performance within the first 4 trials. Group performance for both
groups showed signs of deterioration starting at N = 5 due to physical fatigue.

Similar performance characteristics were also observed in larger 30-mouse groups [Fig. 4
(c)]. In a more crowded pool (ρ = 11.9%), mice were more susceptible to physical exhaustion
since they stayed longer in water and exerted more effort to approach an exit in the presence of
more competitors.

For groups of 10 trained mice, ‹TG› ~ 10‹T(7)›, implying that even in the presence of others
competing for an exit opening, individually trained mice were still able to perform near to their
best individual ratings by efficiently utilizing the entire pool space and the two exits for escape.

We also investigated the effect of group escape experience by measuring the individual es-
cape times T(1) of participating mice with no prior individual training. Fig. 4(d) reveals that
the said mice were able to acquire useful evacuation skills particularly if trained in smaller 10-
mouse groups (ρ = 4%). They clocked an average individual escape time ‹T(1)› ~ 4.7 sec, that is
comparable with that achieved through time-consuming individualized training. However,
training in a more crowded pool (ρ = 11.9%) yielded a longer average escape time ‹T(1)› ~
9.2 sec.

Fig 5. Self-organized queuing. Total number of mice that escaped as function of time (N = 1) in: (a) 10-
mouse group, and (b) 30-mouse group. The number of trained mice in the pool decreases linearly with time.

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0118508.g005
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Self-organized queuing
We determine the number of mice that escaped through either exit as a function of time by
counting the corresponding number that remained in the pool at sampling intervals of 2 sec-
onds, which is the average time needed by a mouse to completely cross an exit opening to the
dry platform.

Fig. 5(a) shows that a group of ten individually trained mice (N = 1, solid black circles) were
able to egress continuously causing the number of mice remaining in the pool to decrease line-
arly with time. Eighty percent of the trained mice were able to escape within the first 30 seconds
of release. We term this phenomenon of continuous egress as self-organized queuing.

On the other hand, the corresponding groups of ten untrained mice (N = 1, red circles) were
unable to leave as quickly as the trained groups and their members stayed longer in the pool.
Untrained mice escaped in punctuated bursts of different sizes characterized by periods of time
(one lasting for 56 seconds) when not one was able to escape. No untrained mouse escaped in
the first 35 seconds and only two in first 50 seconds after their release.

Similar egress characteristics were observed in larger 30-mouse groups. Only about 65% of
the untrained mice were able to escape within the first 350 seconds [Fig. 5(b)]. Trained mice on
the other hand, streamed out of the exits continuously in time—80% of them were already on
dry platform within the first 75 seconds of release. Queuing was observable regardless of the
video-frame interval (1, 2 or 5 seconds) used in determining the number of mice remaining in
the pool. It was not observed in untrained groups.

Discussion and Conclusions
The benefit of prior individual training during group emergency evacuation became more tan-
gible as the pool got more occupied. At N = 1, groups of individually trained mice escaped 7x
and 5x faster than their untrained counterparts at ρ = 11.9% (30 mouse groups) and 4% (10-
mouse groups), respectively.

Faster group evacuation happened because trained mice: (a) had better recognition of the
available pool space and took shorter routes to an exit, (b) were less likely to form arches that
blocked an exit opening, and (c) utilize the two exits efficiently without preference. Continuous
egress (queuing) is a collective behavior that is not possible during individual training. It was
not observed in untrained groups at N = 1 where mice were prone to wall seeking, aimless
swimming and blind copying (imitation)—traits that have produced circuitous escape routes
as well as biased exit use and clogging.

The occurrence of blind copying is suggested by the uneven (biased) utilization of the avail-
able pool space and exits by untrained members especially in the larger 30-mouse groups
[Fig. 2(c)]. Mice did not exhibit such kind of bias during individual training at N = 1 [Figs. 2(a)
and 2(b)]. Blind copying promotes herding behavior in animal groups often with dire conse-
quences to participants [8, 26]. With more mice competing for one and the same exit opening,
clogging by arching became more likely especially in a narrow opening that allowed just one
mouse to pass through at a given time. With preferential use, the availability of another nearby
exit was disregarded as an alternate avenue for escape. It illustrates the critical role that collec-
tive animal behavior could play in the design (e.g. number and locations of exits) of an effective
architecture for emergency evacuation.

Our results show that prior individual training favors the emergence of self-organized queu-
ing during group emergency escape. Self-organized queuing happened since the trained mice
were able to coordinate with each other to a certain degree possible even in the absence of a
leader-coordinator. Coordination develops when group members are able to commit
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information-driven actions instead of blind copying or non-copying (e.g. aimless swimming)
[8, 26–27].

We found that long-term individual evacuation skills could be acquired through group
(batch) training, which is faster and less tedious to hold than individualized training. Members
from 10-mouse groups (ρ = 4%) when tested six weeks after group trials, yielded an average in-
dividual escape time ‹T(1)› that is comparable with that achieved by individualized training
[Fig. 4(d)]. However, training in a more occupied pool (ρ = 11.9%) with the 30-mouse groups
yielded a larger ‹T(1)› value.

Our experiments with mice revealed a number of interesting dynamical features of group
emergency evacuation involving strangers. Our findings on the influence of prior individual
and small-group training may lend useful insights on the positive attributes of drills and exer-
cises in other similar cases involving other species including humans. Individual mice learned
within the first four trials and the introduction of more training time was superfluous. The ac-
quired evacuation skills were long term and lasted for at least six weeks. Together, individually
trained mice were less prone to blind copying and displayed better recognition of available
pool space and exits. They did not crowd around a particular exit thereby reducing the likeli-
hood of clogging. The said factors paved the way for quicker group evacuation through self-
organized queuing.

Supporting Information
S1 Video. Emergency escape of mice from water pool.
(MOV)
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